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COSIMPLICIAL OBJECTS IN ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY

Part I

Zdzislaw Wojtkowiak

In these notes we want to point out the importance of cosimplicial schemes in algebraic

geometry. Using cosimplicial schemes we coDBtructed the analog of the bundle of funda

mental groups in algebraic geometry and we equipped. it with an integrable connection. We

recover in tbis way constructiODB given in [HZ] over complex numbers. However our con

struction applies to smooth schemes defined over any field of characteristic zero.

The cosimplicial schemes can be used to introduce mixed Hadge structures on homotopy

groups as it was done by other methods in [Mo], [H] and [NI]. They seem to be spe

cially suited to treat motives as80ciated to fundamental groups, bigher homotopy groups

and other topological invariants. At least part of ibis notes can be viewed a.s an attempt to

obtain results from [D2] about fundamental groupoids in the De Rham setting without

any use of the formalisID of Tannakian categories. For examples we can define motivic 1f'1

and also motivic fundamental groupoids for any smooth algebraic variety X, while in

[D2] one needs the restriction that H1(X, t1) = 0 where X is a smooth compactification

of X.

While trying to emphasize the imponance of cosimplicial schemes one can draw some

paralleis with algebraic topology. Almost at the dawn of algebraic topology simplicial sets

played an essential role. Cosimplicial objects were merely a curiosity which nobody

seriously occupied. The notable exception, after a long time, was the book of Bousfield and

Kan (see [BK]). And then suddenly the cosimplicial objects turned out to be principal
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tools in solving outstanding problems in algebraic topology.

We do not know what will be the role of cosimplicial objects in future in algebraic geo

metry. We only want to indica.te that they can be usefu1. More precise description of our

results one finds in the section "Review of results".
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O. Review of results.

We describe here the topological fa.cts which motivate this paper and we preseni the ani

line of our construetions and results.

Let X ~ an are-conneded and locally are-connected topological space and let I be a

unit intervaL Let p: Xl --+ XxX be given by p(",) = (w(O),w(l)) . This ia a fibration.

Applying the eennected component funeter ""0 to each fibre of p : Xl ---+ XxX, we get a

local system of sets

0.1. p : P ---+ XxX .

The restrietion of this loeal systems to the diagonal is the local system cf fundamental

groups on X J while its restriction to Xx{x} ia the universal covering 5{ ---+ X .

These constructions do not generalize straightfcrward to eonstructions in algebraie geo

metry. The constructions in algebraic geometry we present in tbis paper are based on the

following observation.

The standard indusien {}& [1] c=..-+ &[1] of simplicial sets induces a map

cf cosimpicial spaces, whose geometrie realization ia the map
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. Ip. X --+XxX .

Now .we present the main constructions and results of this note.

Let V be a smooth separated scheme of finite type cver a field k cf characteristic zero.

The indusion Oll [1] ............ ~ [1] induces a cosimplicial map

0.2.

of cosimplicial schemes. Let n: = n;d [1] /y8d [1] be the De Rham complex of smooth,

relative VOll [1] -differentials on yll [1] and let Hj(tRP:n~) be the relative De Rham

cohomology groups (R is the component-wise derived functor of p: and t ia the func

tor which associates a total complex to a bicomplex). Following the method of Katz and

Oda from [KO] we show the following result.

Theorem A. i) There exista a canonical integrable connection dk on the relative De Rham

• ••cohomology groups HJ(tRp*nk).

ü) If Y ia ascheme over a field of complex numbers, then the connection d( ex

tends to the connection

(( )an denotes the analytic object corresponding to the algebraic one).

ili) The sheaves of t'yxy-modules, Hj(tRP:n:) are locally free.

iv) Let (. be the con~tant sheaf on (y&n)& [1] equal to (. The horizontal
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sections of Hj(tRp:n~)a.n with respect to the connection d(G:) are canonically identified

with local sections of the locally constant aheaf Uj(tRP:t.) on y&nxVan .

v) The connection dk ia regular.

It is well known that the category of locally constant sheavea on X ia equivalent to the

• •
category of '1'1(X,x)-seta. Therefore it ia imponant to identify the fibre of HJ(tRp*G:.)

and the action of J'1(y&n,x)xJ'I (y&n,x) .

Let ua set i'f = J'I (Van,x). Let Z [ 'I'] be a group ring of 'I' and let

I = ker(Z [J'] --i Z) be the augmentation ideaL For any field K of chara.eteristic zero

let

Alg(1";K):=!is Hom(Z['I']/InjK) .
n

( Alg( r'iK) can be idenitified with the Hopf algebra of regular functions on the Malcev 

rationalization of '1'.) The representation

cp : 'l'X 'I' --+ (bijectiona of r)

given by cp( a,ß)(g) = a· g. trI , induces a representation

t : J')( t' ----+ AutC-algebra(Alg( r;()) .

Theorem B. The fibre of HO(tRP:(.) over (v,v) ia equal to Alg(r,() and the represen

tation t corresponds to the Ioeal system HO(tRP:G:.).
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Observe that the morphisID p: P ---+ XxX from 0.1 ia a groupoid over X. 1t has a

partial composition law 0: P x .p ---+ P , which aB800ates to two paths its SUIn, an in
X

verse map 1,: P ---+ P , which as80ciates to a path a, its inverse a-1 and a constant

section over the diagonal &X of XxX.

We have the following statement.
o ••

Theorem (. The morphism Spec H (tRP.Ok) ---+ VxV ia a Poincare groupoid equipped

with a Poincare connection.

We sh&l1 not give here a precise definition. We only point out the following. Let us set

P := Spec HO(tRP:O~) . Then P is equipped with a partial composition law, an inverse

map and a constant section aver the diagonal. Moreover all these struture maps are com

patible with an integrable connection on P .

o ••
The fibre of the morphism Spec H (tRp.Ok) ---+ VXV over (x,x) E VxV we shall de-

note by r?R(V,x) and we call it the algebraic De Rham fundamental group cf V . Let

,...?R(V,x)(K) be a group of K-points of W'~R(v,x). We shall show that for

V = P~ \ {0,1,(I)} the comparison homomorphism

involves values of (-function.

The group ,...~R(v,x) playa an important role in the classification cf unipotent differential

equations on V .
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Definition. Let V be a smooth, geometrically connected, separated scheme of finite type

over a field k of eharacterlstie zero. A unipotent differential equatien on Y is a finite

dimensional vettor bundle E on Y filtered by vecter subbundles {Ej}j=a such that

EO= {a} and En = E . The vector bundle E ia equipped with the integrable eonnection

n
V compatible with the filtration {Ej } I the &Ssociated graded bundle GrE = j6l0GrjE ia

trivial and the connection indueed by V on GrE ia triviaL

Theorem D. Let V be as above and let x be a k-point of Y . There is an equivalence of

categories:

unipotent differential equations on Y

and

algebraie representations cf r~R(y~) in finite dimensional vector spaces

over k.

Let us assume that y an is simply~onnected for any embedding of k into 4:. The fibre

of Hi(tRP:~.) at (x,x) is equal to Hi((yan~).;q) . This last group ia isomorphie to

Hi(nxyani~) J the i-th cohomology group of the loop space nxyan at x.

It ia well known that

Hi(nxyani~)/ 1: Ha(OxVanj~) · Hb(Oxyan;~)

a+b=i
a,b>O

is equal to the dual vector space of I1"i+l (yan,x) ~ q .

This suggests a definition of the algebraic De Rham homotopy groups of V .
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Definition. Let V be a smooth, separated scheme ef finite type ever a field k of charac

teristic zero. Let x be a k-point of V . Assume that HO«V,x)-) =k . For i ~ 1 we set

!"?~l(V,x):= (HbR«V,x)-)/ l H~R«V,x)·).H~R«V,x)-))*
a+b=i
a,b>O

*where () ia the dual vecter space.

H q: k c ~ ( ia an embedding then we denote by Vq«() the analytic variety earr,es

ponding to an algebraic variety V ~ (. From the standard properties of the groups

If?R(V rX) we get the following result which ia usually obtained using etale homotopy.

Theorem E. Let V be a smooth, separated scheme of finite type over a field k of charac

teristic zero. Assume that Vq«() ia simply-connected for any embedding q: k e-+ ( ,

Then we have

rankJf\(r1·(V «())~) =rankl\(r.(V «())~)
"'I( 0"1 '( 1 0"2

for any two embeddings 0"1 : k a....-+ ( and u2 : k a....-+ ( .

The theory of cosimplicial schemes ca.n be used to define motives associated to fundamental

groups. In [02] this ia done only for smooth algebraic varieties X whose smooth

compactifications X satisfy H1(X,0) = 0 , The approach through cosimplicial schemes

allows to do this without the restriction H1(X,0) =0 ,"
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We are very grateful to P. Oeligne who pointed out ibis io us.

In [J] the category of (realizations of) mixed motives ia defined in the following way. One

takes systems cf realizations of Hi(X) for X smooth and quasi-projective. Then motives

form the smallest ta.nnalrien category generated by such systems of realizations. We do not

know iI tbis definition includes mixed motives associated io '1:1 and torsors over 'Xl (see

[02] ).

We propose here a definition which includes such mixed motives. We consider smooth sim

plicialschemes X. and smooth cosimplicial schemes X· such thai for each n, Xn and

Xn are smooih, quasi-projective. Then one takes systems of realizations of WnHi(X.)

• • •and WnH1(X ) for such X. and X which satisfy the following condition:

for every n and i

is a pure motive in the sense of Grothendieck (see [M]). One defines the category of mixed

motives as the smallest tannakian category generated by such WnHi(X.) and

Wnni(x·) .

Then mixed motives corresponding to 1r1 and tOrsOIS over 'X1 are included in such cate-

gory of motives. Also mixed motives corresponding to bigher homotopy groups are in tbis

category.

It could be interesting to compare the ca.tegory of mixed motives defined in [J] and the
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category proposed here. Are they really different?

Finally we point out three applications of cosimplicial 8paces which are not not discussed in

this paper.

For V = P~ \ {O,1,CD } the horizontal sections of the connection d
Cl

!rom Theorem 4.1 are

given, among others functions., by c1aBsical polylogarithms Lin(z) (see [L]). Using this

fact one can show the following result.

1Theorem. Let f1(z),... ,fN(z) be regular funcüonB from Y = P (()\{al'... ,an} to

X = p1(()\{O,l,aJ} and let nl' ... ,nN be integers. Let S be a loop around 0 and T a

loop around 1 in X. There ia a functional equation

N
~ n.( -tt. (f.(z) - ~: (f.(x»)) =0l 1 n 1 n 1

i=l

if and only if there is an equality

N
~ n.(f.). =0l 1 1

i=l

in the group Hom(r
n

t"l(Y'Y) I n+l ;rJ1t"l(X,x)/ n+l ) , where L ia a
t t"l(Y'Y) r t"l(X,x)+L

subgroup of rni'f1(X,x) generated by commutators which contain T at least twice and

-tt·n(z) are suitable normalized polylogarithms.
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a·

Let UB consider functions of the form Fij(&l'°··'&n) = t~ ,.o.,~ where
a. 1 k

1

i
s

E {l,...,n} . One canstructs a morphism of cosimplicial spaces p.: y. ---+ X· such

that the horizontal sections of the canonical Gauss-Manin connection on sheaves

. • *
H1(tRp*O. ) are given by functions F...

y Ix. IJ

The third application is somehow different. Let UB consider all systems of differential equa

tions which are obtained by succesive extensions of differential equations which are factars

of the Gauss-Manin equations associated to smooth morphisms f: X ---+ S . 1t is conjec

tured that solutions of such equations for S = Spec 'Q'(x) coincide with G-functions (see

[A] page 2). For example classical polylogarithms are solutions of a system of differential

equations which is a successive extension of a trivial differential equation by itself. The

trivial differential equation f' = 0 corresponds to the Guass-Manin equation associated

to the projection p: X)(S ---+ S .

If we allow morphisms between cosimplicial schemes then to get a1l G-functions (conjec

turely) it is enough to consider all Gauss-Manin equations a.ssociated to smooth morphisms

between schemes or cosimplicial schemes. One does not need to worry about extensions.

They appear automatically if one allows cosimplicial schemes.

We would like to express our gratitude to P. Deligne who told us about problems consi

dered in these notes and who discussed them with us.

We would like to thank very much the referee of one of the first versions of this paper who

proposed some problems considered here.
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Finally we would like to thank very much F. Grunewald for useful discussions and R. Hain

for his comments on OUt manuscript when we Met in Marseille.

The first version of this notes was written in December 1985. In summer 1986 we gave

leciures on this subject in Bellatena (Barcelona) ud then in 1989 in Bonn and Marseille.
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1. Cosimplicialspaces.

1.1. We define a category 4 as follows. The objects än of ~ are sequences of integers,

4n = (O,l,...,n) . The morphisIIlB of 4 are monotonie maps Jj: ~n ----+ 4m . Morphisms

t :~n-l ---+ ~n J 0 ~ i ~ n given by t(j) = j if j < i and t(j) = j+1 if j ~ i are

called coface operators. MorphismB s.i:!n ----+ 4n- 1 J 0 ~ j ~ n-l given by s-i(k) = k if

k ~ j and ~(k) = k-l if k ~ j+l are called codegeneracy operators.

A simplicial object in a category ( is a contravariant functor X.: ä ---+ ( . For each

n ~ 0 , a simplicial set 4 [n] is given by the contravanant functor 6 [n] : 4 ---+ sets J

where

and

4 [n] (Jj) ( A) = ). 0 Jj J

whenever ).oJj is defined in the category ä. We denote by 84 [n] the simplicial subset

of & [n] generated by {& [n] (t)(idä ) 11 ~ O} .
n

•A cosimplicial object in a category ( is a covariant functor X : 4 ---+ 4: . The maps

4(,si) are called cofaces and &(s-i) are called codegenera.cies.

Examples. Let X. be a simplicial set and let M be an object of a category (. If the

X X
category ( has producta then M • (where in degree n, M n = TT M ) ia a cosim

xtXn
plicial object in (.
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The cosimpliciaJ. space &• ia defined in the following way. In degree n, &n ia the

n

standard n-simplex {(to,... ,tn) I 1: ti=l , ti~O} .. The cofaces and codegeneraciea are the

i=O

standard map8.

In the sequel X· ia a cosimplicialsp&ce or a cosimplicialscheme.

A sheaf on X· consists of sheaves Fn on Xn together with maps Fm ---+ a*Fn (or
* .

a F ---+ F ) for any a: & ---+ & satisfying obvious compatibility conditionB. H F.m n n m

ia a sheaf on X· with values in an abelian category ( then the global section !unctor on

X·, r .(F.jX·) : n ---+ r(FnjX~) ia a simplicial object in (. The obvioUB functor (sim

plicial objects in () ----+ (complexes in () associates to r .(F.;X·) and hence also to

F. ' a complex, which we shall also ~enote by r .(F.jX·) .

H r: ia a complex of sheaves cf A-modules on a cosimplicial space or ascheme X· then

* •r .(I.,X ) ia a complex of differential, graded A-modules.

Let K: be a bicomplex with co=uting differentials 8ij : K~ ---+ K~+l and
. . *

6.. : K~ ---+ K~ l' We define the total complex of K. in the following way
IJ J .r

Example. Let X· be a cosimplicjal space with cofaces operators t. After applying the
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singular eochains funtior to each Xn we get a bicomplex C*(X·) with eommuting diffe

rentials IJ: d(xj ) ----+ Ci+1(Xi ) and ~ - ol + ... + (-l)iol :Ci(Xj ) ----+ Ci(Xj-l) .

The total cochain complex of X· , Tot C*(X·) ia then defined. We define singular eoho-

• i. i *.mology of X in the following way H (X ) := H (Tot C (X ).

*The total complex Tot K. ia equipped with an increaaing filtration R, which we call

standard given by

The first term of the spectral aBsociated with the filtration R ia equal to

anda<Ofor

for i < 0 then this spectral sequence converges strong

*Ra(Tot K.) = 0because

* .
If K. = 0 for j < 0 and K~ = 0

J * J
ly to HP+<I(Tot K.)

* *U~(Tot K.) = Tot K•.
b

Let X· be a cosimplicial space or ascheme. A category of sheaves of abelian groupe on

X· is an abe1ian category which we denote by Ab(X·). If F. is a sheaf of abe1ian

groups on X·, one shows that F. has a right resolution K: in Ab(X·) such that
, *

Hr(Xq,K~) = 0 for r > O. The resolution K., after applying the functor of global

sections leads to a bicomplex r .(K:,X·) . One defines

n(.) n * •H X ,F. := H (Tot r .(K.,X »
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•One verifies that Hn(X·,F.) does not depend on the choice cf K•.

Let D+(X·) be the derived category of complexes cf sheaves of abelian graups on X·

bounded below. Let D(S) be the derived category of complexes of sheaves on abelian

groups on S.

If u·: X· ----t y. is a morphism cf cosimplicial spaces and K: is a complex of sheaves

of abelian groups on X· then one computes R U:(K:) E o+(y·) in the following way.

*. *One takes a ccmplex L. quasi-isomorphic to K. such thai the componenis L~ of L.

satisfy (Riu2)(L~) = 0 for i > 0 . One gets then

Let SC be a constant cosimplicial scheme equal to S in each degree. The f11?-ctor Tot

defines trivially the functor t := R Tot: O+{Sc) ----t O{S) by the formula

t{K) = Tot{K) .

Let u·: X· ----t SC be a morphism !rem X· into a constant cosimplicial space Sc. Let

K: be a complex of sheaves of abelian groups on X·. The complex tR u:K: equipped

with the standard filtration gives a spectral sequence such that

Example. Let X· be a smooth, cosimplicial scheme over a fie1d of characteristic zero.

Then the De Rham cemplex of smooth, differential forms on X·, ~ is a complex ef

shea.vea on X· . In the degree n, it ia equal to the Oe Rham complex n*n on Xn .
X
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Example. Let X· be a cosimplicial space and let R be a ring. A constant sheaf R. on

X· is defined in the following way. In a degree n, on Xn it is equal to a constant sheaf,

whose fiber ia R. The sheaf cohomology Hi(X·;R.) are equal to the singular cohomology

of X· with coefficients R.

1.2. We present here without proois some facts we shall need later.

Let '1: be a discrete group. Let I = ker(Z [r] --. 'f") be an augmentation ideal. Let K

be a field of charaeteristic zero.

We set

Alg( i1jK) :=~ Hom(Z ['f"] / ;K) .
n In

Alg(~K) is a Bopf algebra. Let AlSn(~K) be a subalgebra of Alg( IfiK) generated by

Hom(Z [,,'] / ;K). Then Ale: (;r;K) ia also a Bopf algebra. We have
In ""Il

*1

We set

and

Alg( 'f"/ jK) = Al~(1jK)
rDr ,

'f"K := Spec Alg( ~K)
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f'~n) := Spec ~(1';K) .

Then '1:K and r~n) are affine group schemes over K. The equality

fug( XiX) = Jm Ai0 r,X impfe ,hat Xx = 1 im xV} .Th iwmorplUs \ implie
n n

that (r/ )K = r~n) . Moreover we have rK/ n = r~n) .
rD-r r rK

Therefore '1:K is an affine, pro-unipotent group scheme over K. If 7: is finitely gene

rated then '1:K is also pro-algebraic.

If L : K is an extension of fields then '1:K )( Spec L = '1:L .
Spec K

For a group scheme G, let G(K) be a group of K-points of G. Let L be a K-algebra.

We shall define a homomorphism

in the following way. Let g E 1(' ,then IL/K(g): Alg( ~K) --+ L is the evaluation at g

homomorphism given by rL/K(g)(f) = f(g) . To simplify notations we set I K := rK/ K .

For any n the map

is the Malcev rational completion of the nilpotent group r/ . The map
rUr
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ia the Malcev rational completion of ~.

1.3. Let X· and y. be two cosimplicial spares. The space hom(X·,y·) is a subspace

CD p xP
of the product n (Y ) consisting of an sequences (fp)CDp=Q which commute with

p=Q ,

cofaces and codegeneracies. We set Tot(X·):= hom(A·,X·) (see [BK], [BS]). We shall

define a map

X· *. * •a : Tot C (X ) --+ C (Tot X ) .

•Let fE Cn+m(Xm) ,then aX (f) is defined in the following way. Let 0 e Cn(Tot X·)

be an n~implex i.e. 0: i.\n --+ Tot X· . Let {Oi: Anxi.\i --+ Xi}f=0 be an adjoint

map. The map 0m: AnxAm
--+ Xm we consider as an (n+m)-ehain on XID

. We set

X· x·
Q (f)( 0) := f( Dm) . Dne checks that a is achain map .

Let X· be a smooth cosimplicial manifold or a cosimplicial simplicial complex. Let

n*(X·) be the De Rham complex of sIDooth, complex or real valued differential forms on

X· (if X· ia a cosimplicial manifold) or the Sullivan complex of Q-polynomial

differential forms on X· (if X· ia a cosimplicial simplicial complex). Let K be equal to

(, R or ~ respectively. Then the chain map

J • *. * •(X ): Tot n (X ) --+ Tot C (X ,K)

given by integration ia a quasi-isomorphiam. (Of course in the first two cases one

integrates only over smooth chains and in the last case over simplicial chains but this is
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X
• Jsufficient to have a quasi-isomorphism.) The composition of a with (X·) gives a

chain map

J * •. • •: Tot(O (X » ----+ C (Tot(X );K) .
X·

Now Iet X be a smooth manifold or a simplicial complex and let x EX. We shall

investigate the cosimplicial space (X,x)· . It follows !rom [C2] that

0·.H (Tot 0 «X,x) ) = Alg(~1(X,x);K)

and

The map

J *. * •• : Tot(O «X,x) )) ----+ C (Tot«X,x) )jK)
(X,x)

has the following interpretation in terms of iterated integrals. Let 6 E G:.(Tot«X,x)·) be

a zero simplex, which we view as a map (Oi:~} --+ Xi)i=0 . We use the following model

for anj an = {(tl'... ,tn) I0 ~ t1 :s 1,0 :s t2 ~ tl""'O :s tn :s tn- 1} . Let U8 observe that

0n(tl' ... ,tn) = (j(t1),j(t2), ... ,j(tn) where 7: 4 [1] ----+ X ia a loop at x. The form

W = w1 ~ ... ~ wn EOl(X)~ ~ nU(Xn) one evaluates on ° where 6 is a smooth,

singular n-simplex or an n-5implex in X. One gets

w(o) = Jo*(Wl~"·~Wn) = Jfl(ntl))dtlA ... A{n(ntn))dtn = Jwl' ... ,wn - the value of
an an 7

the iterated integral Jwl' ... ,wn on '1.
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2. Multiplicative structure.

A (p,q)--shuffie ia a permutation 7: of {O,1,2,...,p+q-l} which satisfies 7:{i) < r(j) if.°5i < j ~ p-l or P 5i < j ~ p+q-l . There is a bijection between (p,q)-shuffiea and

(q,p)-shuffies. If %' ia a (p,q)-shuffle then the corresponding (q,p)-shuffie 7:' ia given by

the formula %" (i) = r(p+l) for i = O,l, ...,q-l and %" (i) = 7:{i-q) for

i = q, ... ,p+q-l . We have that sign ,,' = sign ".

Let A = {n ---+ An,e} be a simplicial object in the category of differential, graded,

commutative algebraS with fa.ce operators 6a and degeneracy operators sß' We shall

define a product in Tot A «(Tot A)n = ED Aq,p) by the following formula.
q-p=n

The shuffle product ia commutative Le.

and it commutes with the boundary opera.tor d: Tot A --+ Tot ALe.

d(x*y) =d(x)*y + (_l)deg x x * d(y)
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where deg x = n if x E (Tot A)n .

For the standard filtration R of the total complex Tot(A) we have Ra*~ ( Ra+b .

Therefore the apectral sequence asaociated with the filtration R ia multiplicative.

Main Example. Let X· be a cosimplicial, smooth variety and let n*(X·) be the algebra

of global sections of the De Rham complex of ClJJ-romplex valued, differential forms or let

X· be a cosimplicial, smooth, affine scheme over a field of characteristic zero and let

n*(X·) be the algebra cf global aectiona of the algebraic De Rham camplex. It fellows

from the previous discussion that the group

* • * *.HDR(X ) = H (Tot(O (X )))

ia equipped with the commutative product.

* . ,
If X ia affine then the complex 0 (X) of global sections of the algebraic De Rham

* ' *
complex Ox ia suitable to calculate cohomology. Moreover 0 (X) is equipped with a

commutative product. This was essential in the example given above. However ane canJt

*use 0 (X) if X is an arbitrary quasi-projective scheme. We shall use then the

construction of V. Navarro.

Following V. Navarro (see [N] § 4) for any smooth, qu.a.si-projective scheme X over a

field k of characteristic zero, there is a sheaf cf graded, differential k-algeras on X such

that

* *i) AX is quaai-isomorphic to Ox;
ü) the quasi-isomorphism ia a homomorphism cf algebrasj
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*iii) after forgeting the multiplicative structure AX is the canonical cosimplicial

resolution of Godement;

*(iv) the construction ofAX is functorial.

* * *Let A (X) be the complex of global sectiOnB ofAX . Then A (X) is the differential,

* * *graded, commutative algebra and RDR(X) = R (A (X)) .

Rence if X· is a smooth, cosimplicial scheme over k then U;R(X·) is equipped with

the commutative produa. We have

* • * *HDR(X ) = H (Tot A (X))

and H*(Tot A*(X·)) ia equipped with the shuffle product.
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3. Rop! algebra structures.

*Let A = {Ap}p~O be a differential, graded k-algebra with a differential a of degree ,I

*and two augmentations El'f2 : A ----+ k such that Ej(AP) = 0 for p > O. Let

(T(A*),T(8» = { EB Aen,a~} be a tensor algebra on {A*,8}. (T(A*),T(8» is a
n~O

simplicial object in the category of differential, graded, commutative algebras. The face

and degeneracy operators are given by the following formulaa

00(Wl4D"'~n) = f 1(w1)w24D···Swn '

0i(wl4D"'~n) =w1a...Swi tWi+la···8wn for 0 < i < n ,

0n(w1•·..Gtwn) = f2(wn)wle"'~n_l

and

S·("'18 ...&w ) = w l
4D···h. 181&w.4D...ew

1 n 1- 1 n

for 0 ~ i ~ n .

n( ,i *G1Dn ~+1 *We set Ö = 0 fl'E2) = l (-1) 0i : A -1 A . T(A) ia a bicomplex with

i=O

commuting differentials T( 8) and 6. We set

* *B(A ) := Tot(T(A ))

with a differential d = d( EI' f 2)

d(wl 4D.. ·&wn):= 8~(wle"'&wn)+(-1)lwlÖ(w1
a.. ·&wn) I

1w I = 1w1 1+ 1w2 1+...+ 1wn 1 and 1wi 1 is the degree cf

given by

where

Wj . The complex
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*(B(A ),d( Ep f 2)) equipped with the shuffie product * is a k-algebra. This algebra ia

*called a bar construction on A .

*Let f 3 : A ----t k be also an augmentation such that f 3(Ap) = 0 for p > 0 . Let U5

define a comultiplication V( f p f 2,E'3)

by the following formula

* *Let us define a product *I in B(A )~B(A ) by the following fonnula

Lemma 3.1. The map V( Ep E2,fa) ia achain homomorphism of algebras.

We omit the verification.

* *Lemma 3.2. The involution i = i( EI' f 2):(B(A ),d( E l'E2)) ---+ (B(A ),d( E'2' E'1)) defined

by the fonnula
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is a chain homomorphism of algebras.

We omit the verification.

* *Let e( e) : (B(A ).d( f, e)) ---+ (B(k),0) be induced by the augmentation E: A ----+ k .

The map e( e) is a homomorphism of differential graded algebras.

* *Let a( e1' E2) : (B(k),O) ----+ (B(A ),d( EI' E2)) be a map indueed by the map k ---+ A .

The map a( EI: f 2) is also a homomorphism of differential graded algeblas.

We shall investigate maps induced by V( El' f 2' E'3)' i( E'l' E2)' e( f) and a( EI' E2) on

the o--th eohomology. We shall denote the induced map8 by the same letters. Let U8 no

tiee that V( E1'E2,E3) induces a map

Lemma 3.3. The maps indueed on the o-th cohomology satisfy:

i) (V(E'1'f2,f3)~d)oV(fl'f2,f3) = (id~V(E2.f3.E4))oV(El'E2,E4) ,

ü) *o(id~(E2,El))oV(El'f2,El) = a( f l'E2)oe(e1)

and

ili)
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and

We omit the verifica.üon.

* *The complex B(A ) ia equipped with the standard filtration {RiB(A )}j=0 J which in
*the ca.se of B(A) coincides with the filtration given by length of tensors. On

* *B(A ) 8 B(A ) we consider the tensor product of standard filtrations.

Lemma 3.4. The structure map V(e1' e2' e3)' i( el' e2)' e( E) and a( EI' e2) are compa

tible with standard filtrations.

This ia clear from the definitions of these map8.

* ~

The filtration {RiB(A )}m induces a filtration
i=O

of gO(B(A*)) . Let StiHO(B(A*)) . be a subalgebra of gD(B(A*)) generated by

lr
i
HO(B(A*)) .
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CD

and .U Torsori ( EI' f 2) =Torsor( EI' f 2) .
1=0

Hence we get

Spec Alg( e) = Jim Spec Al~( e)
1

and

Spec(Torsor( e1t e2)) = llim Spec(Tarsori( el' e2)) .
1

Theorem 3.5. Spec(Alg( e» ia an affine, pro-nilpotent group scheme aver k .

Spec(Al~( E» is an affine, nilpatent graup scheme aver k. Spec((Torsor( EI' E2)) (resp.

Spec(TOfSOrn( EI' E'2» ia an affine torsor over Spec Alg( Ei) (resp. Spec Algn( Ei» for

i =1 (resp. i = 2 ) on the left side (resp. right side).

. *
Let us assume that H1(A) is a finitely generated k-module for each i. Then

Spec Algn( e) ia an algebraic group scheme.

~. It follows immediately from Lemma 3.3 that Spec Alg( E) ia an affine group scheme

and that Spec Tarsor( EI' E2} ia an affine torsor aver Spec Alg( eI} on the left band side

and over Spec Alg( E"2) on the right band side. Lemma 3.4 and the discussion below

Lemma 3.4 imply the conesponding statement fOI Spec Algn(e) and

Spec Torsorn( el'f2} .

Let In- 1 be an ideal in Al~_l(e) generated by ker(Al~_l(e) ---. k) . Let
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r : Al~( E) 8 (Algn(e)fl ) --+ (Al!n( e)fl ) 8 Al~( e)
n-l n-l

be given by T(x8y) = yex . Then the structure maps induced by V,

and

V" : AlSn( E) --+ (Al~(e)/I ) GD Algn( E")
n-l

satisfy TOV' = V" . This implies that Spec Algn(e) is a nilpotent group scheme. The

isomorphism Spec Alg( e) = ~. Spec Al~( E) implies that Spec Alg( e) is a
, n

pro-nilpotent group scheme.

If Hi(A*) is a finitely generated k-madule for~ i then lriHO(B(A*» is a finitely

generated k-module. Hence Al&j( e) ia a finitely generated k-algebra, consequently

Spec Al~( f) ia an algebraic group scheme and Spec Alg( e) ia a pro-algebraic group

scheme.

Example 3.6. Let X be. an affine, smooth algebraic variety defined over a field k. Let

* *o (X) be the algebra of global aections of the algebraic De Rham complex 0X. If %,y,z

*are three k-points then they define augmentations Ex,ey,Ez : n (X) --+ k . Rence the

algebra (B(OO(X»d( EX,Ez» is equipped with structure maps V( Ex, Ey' E
Z
)' i( EX' E

Z
) ,

a.( EX' ez) and e( Ex} if x = z .

Let UB assume now that X ia a smooth scheme of finite type aver k. Any point x E X

* *defines an augmentation Ek: A (X) --+ k . Rence the algebra (B(A (X», d( EX' E"z» is
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3.7. Let X be aspace or ascheme over a field k. Let x,y E X be two points of the space

X or let x,y be two k-points of the scheme X. Let (X;x,y)· be the following cosim

plicial space or scheme:

3 .
X . nX .....

where dO(*) =x, d1(*) = y ;

dO(xl' .. ·,xn) = (x,x1,···,xn) ;

di (x1,···,xn) = (xl' ... ,xi'xi'... ,xn) ;

dn(x1,···,xn) = (x1,·.. ,xn'Y) .

The codegeneracy operators of

• •(X;x) := (X;x,y) .

•(X;x,y) are projections. If x = y then we set

Let us assume that 'Ye have one of the following situations:

i) X is a smooth manifold, n*(x) and n*«x;x,y)·) are the De Rham complexes of

smooth, differential fonns on ·X and (X;x,y)· .

ü) X ia a simplicial complex, .n*(X) and n*«X;x,y).) are the complexes of

Sullivan polynomial, differential forms on X and (X;x,y)· .

* * •üi) X ia a amooth algebraic variety over k J n (X) and n «X;x,y) ) are the De
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Rham camplexes of smooth, algebraic differential farms on X and (XjX,y)· .

* *iv) X is a smooth, separated scheme of finite type over k, n (X) is A (X) and

* •. * •n (X;x,y) ) 1S A «XjX,y) ).

Then
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4. Poincare groupoids.

We repeat the constructions from seetion 3 in the relative situation.

Let M be a smooth scheme of finite type over a field k of charac'teristic zero. The inclu-

sion of simplicial sets 8A [1] c • 4 [1] induces a map of cosimplicial schemes

Let S1:= ä [1] / aä [1] and let ä [0] - S1 be the image of aä [1] in S1. Then

the surjectionB of simplicial sets

A[I] I I SI

r T
BA [1] I I A[0]

induce inclusionB of cosimplicial schemes

• *
Let n:= n A[1] be the Oe Rham complex of smooth, relative

M / MOA [1]

MOA [1] -differentials on MA [1] .

Let U8 a.8sume that M ia affine. Let 'K': M3 ----+ M2 be given by 'K(a,m,b) = (&,b) . Let
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* * 2 2 3fl := r.n. _1 • Twa maps aver M J iO~l: M --+ M given by iO(x,y) = (X,X,y) ,
M-/M2

• *
i1(x,y) = (x,y,y) define two augmentations fk : n --+ r~ *0 2 = tJ 2. The

k M 1M2 M

* *complex n is an tJ 2-algebra, hence the bar construcüon on it, (B(n ),d( f 0' E1)) is
M

also an tJ 2-algebra.
M

Lemma 4.1. There are quasi-isomorpbisms of algebras

* *. *............... *
We set B(n ) 8 B(n):= j (B(n ) & B(fl )) . We shall construct a homomorphism of

tJ M
t7 2-algebras

M

4.1.1.
* • •V: B(n ) ----+ ,,".(B(n ) 8 B(fl».

tJ M

while

groupThen theLet U be a Zariski open subset cf

* &n * @n
(fl t7 2)(U) = fl (M) 8 tJ 2(U) ,

M M
• • 8p * &q * ~ • 4Dq

(I".j «fl tJ 2) 8 (fl tJ 2)))(U) = n (M) a t7(M) 8 fl (M) S (J 2(U). We set
M tJ M M M
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The restricüon of V to fibers, from the fibet over (x,y) to the fiber over (x,z,y) is the

map V(EX,EZ.Ey)'

We shall define an involution

where T: M2 ----+ M2 T(x,y) = (y~) . Let U be a Zariski open subset of MxM. We

set

where Tf = fOT.

The restrietion of i to the fiber over (x,y) coincides with the map i( Ex,Ey) .

The map of simplicial sets 51 ----+ A[0] induces a map of cosimplicial schemes
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where &: M --+ Mx M ia the diagonal.

* *Finally let a: B( t'MxM) --+ B(O) be the map induced by t'MxM --+ 0 . The re-

striction of e (resp. a ) to a fiber over x (resp. (x,y» ia equal to e( Ex) (resp.

a( Ex,Ey) ).

*The product structure in B(O ) we shall denote as usual by *.

The mapa induced by V, i , e and a on the o--th cohomology we denote by the same

letter.

4.2. tet UB ·set H:= HO(B(O*) =. HO(tRp:ne) . Then we have the following map8 of

t'M)( M-algebras:

e: Ir --+ t'M

a : t'MxM --+ H

* ............. *where H ~ H =j (H ~ H), Ir =ä (H) and A: M ----t MxM, m --+ (m,m) .
t'M
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Proposition 4.3. Let V,i ,e and a be as above. Then the following diagram commntes:

i) * * * * V(id 2 x ~) o~ H = (i1")( id 2) Oi1" H~ (r x
M M M M M

Vi id ~ V
(id 2 lC r t*(H GI H) {/_M__-+, H 8

M M 0M IJ

*i d 2) (H ~ H)
M {/

Iv ~ i d M
{/M

H ~ H
M (/M

id ~ i

ü) lr V 1l!81r
{/M

.lf~ lf

le
{/M (or i 8 i d) °M

"M

~*a
{/M I

( lr ~ Jr is the restrietion of He H to M -.. M3 m -.. (m,m,m) .)
0M 0M

iii) The composition

V id 8 e1I----tl 1I e ]J ------+1 1I
"M (or e GD id)

ia equal to the identity.

The proposition follows from Lemma 3.3.

Definition-Proposition 4.4. Let M be a smooth scheme of finite type over a field k of

characteristic zero. The quasi-coherent sheaf H of 0MxM-algebras on MxM ia called a

Poincare sheaf on M if it ia equipped with structure map8 V, i ,e and a as in 4.2 and if

it aatisfies conditions i), ii) and iii) of 4.3.
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Let us set P:= Spec H . Then P is equipped with the following structure maps derived

from V, i ,e and a:

o := Spec V: P )( P ----t P over r ,
M

( )-1:= Spec i : P ----+ P over T ,

e:= Spec e : M ----t P' := Spec H over M .

These maps have the following property:

a)

b)

c)

00 (id x 0) = 00 (0 x id)

o 0 (id x e) = id, 0 0 (e x id) = id

o 0 (id x ( )-1) = e, 0 0 (( )-1)( id) = e .

The morphism P ----t MxM equipped with structure maps 0 J ( )-1, e is called a

Poincare groupoid over M.

If P ----t ,MxM is a Poincare gronpoid over M then 1'" ----t M ia a group scheme over

M and PI Mx{m} (resp.: PI {m}xM ) ----t M ia a principal right (resp. left)

Spec H(m,m)-bundle over M where H(m,m) is a fiber of H over (m,m).

4.5. Once more the restriction that M is affine is not essential. 1t follows from [NI] § 4
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that for any smooth morphism of constant rank X~ S between smooth quasi-projec

*tive schemes there is a sheafAX / S of graded differential (7S-algebras such that

* •
i) AX/ S ia quasi-i80morphic 10 Ox/S t

ü) the quasi-i80morphiBm ia a homomorphiam of algebraa,

*üi) the complex AX/S ia functorial,

i * 1 *iv) H (r.AX/ S) RS H (Rr*Ox/S) .

• *
Using the complex of sheaves AX/ S instead of Ox/S we repeat the construction from

this section for any M smooth and quaai-projective over a field k of characteristic zero.
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5. Gauss-Manin connection on the bundle of fundamental groups.

Let V be a smooth scheme of finite type over a field k of chara.cterlstic zero. VA [1] is a

cosimplicial scheme augmented by VxV and V 8! [1] is a constant cosimplicial scheme

equal to VxV in each degree. The inclusion of simplicial sets 8! [1] c....-.-+. A[1] in

duces a cosimplicial map

between cosimplicial schemes. Let n::= n~d [1] /yOd [1] be the De Rham complex of

smooth, relative yOd [1] -&fferentials on yd [1] Le. in degree n on Yd [1] n we have

•
the complex 0 A[1] BA [1] . We repeat these eonstructions and definitions if X is

V n/V n
•smooth, holomorphic and we get 0hol'

Theorem 5.1. Let V be a smooth scheme of finite type over a field k of eharacteristic

zero.

i) There exists a canonical, integrable connection dk on the relative De Rham eoho

mology graups Hi(tRp:n:). The connection dk is compatible with the product structure

i.e.

. q. • ,q' ••
If e EH (tRP.Ok) and e EH (tRp*Ok)'

ii) If K : k ia a field extension and VK = V x K then
k
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and

ili) Let X be a smooth, holomorphic variety. Then there exists a canonical, inte

grable, compatible with the product structure connection dho1 on the relative De Rham

• ••cohomology groupa H1
( tRp.Ohol) .

iv) Let Y be a smooth scheme of finite type over complex numbers 4:. Then the

connection d4: extends to the connection

which coinci4es with the connection dho1 for y an . (y&D. is a holomorphic variety

corresponding to Y J in general ( )an ia an analytic object: sheaf, variety, morphism ...

corresponding to an algebraic object ( ) .)

• ••v) The sheaves H1(tRP.Ok) of 0y)(y-moduIes are locally !Iee.

vi) Let X be a smooth, holomorphic variety. Let (. be a constant sheaf on X~ [1]

whose fibers are equal to (. Then the 8heaf of horizontal sections of the connection dho1
i( ..). i(.on H tRp*flhol 18 equal to H tRp. G:.) .

Proof. We shall introduce a connection following the method of Katz and Oda (see [KO]).

The algebraic De Rham complex n~4 [1] is a complex of sheaves on y4 [1] . For each

n we have a map
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n 4[1] n DA [1] n
p : V --+ Y = yxy .

*Each complex n 4 [1] admits a canonical filtration
y n

where

i * . (*-1 ( n)*(i) * )Fnn A[1] = Image n A[1] 8 P nyxv --+ n A[1]
V n V· n tJ A[1] V n

V n

These filtrations for n = 0,1,2, ... are compatible with coface operators and codegeneracy

operators of V~ [1] and therefore they induee a decreasing filtration {~}i=O.I,2,... of
*nV4 [1] . Dne calculates that the first term of the hypercohomology spectral sequence

. * •
associated with the filtration ? of nV~ [1] with respect to the funetor tP. ia equal to

The filtration ~ of n~~ [1] is compatible with the shuffle produet * i.e. we have

~ * Fi cri+i . This implies that the spectral aequence ia multiplicative. The differential

d1 has bidegree (1,0) therefore for every q we get a complex
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(* )q

We have a diagram cf cosimplicial schemes

•y&[l] __p__-+
1
y8&[1]

yo1~:] __id_---+, yoJ:;
which induces a map of 0YxV-algebras

We can repeat our construction of the spectral sequence for a cosimplicial map

V86. [1] id I y8/i [1] . We get a complex n;.XY which is a subcomplex oi the complex

(*0) . From the multiplicative properties of the differentials we get

o •• q ••
for any fE (/yxY C H (tRp.Ok) and s eH (tRp.Ok) . Hence the map
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is a connectiom. The differentials dl,q satisfy

for any w E OVxv and s E H'l(tRp:n:) . Hence the formula d~,qod~,q = 0 iniplies

that the connection d~,q ia integrab1e. We set dk := d~,q .

The part ii) follows trivially from the fact that the functor ~ K is exact.
k

Using ho1omorphic forms we construct a connection dho1 in the same way a.s we have

constructed dk . Then points ili) and iv) are instantaneous.

To show v) let us notice thai the sheaves Hi(tRp:n:) are quasi-coherent sheaves

equipped with the connection. This implies that Hi(tRp:n:) are locally free in Zariski

topo1ogy. (See [Ma] Remark 1.2).

Now we shall show the point vi). The sheaf Hi(tRp:n:01) is a sheaf of t'XxX-modules

equipped with the integrable connection. From the ho1omorphic Poincare Lemma it follows

that the complex of sheaves
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is exad. Therefore the spectral sequence which we used to construct the connection dhol

degenerates at E1-term. Tbis implies that we have an i80morpbism

*The complex nXA[1] ia the resolution of the constant aheaf ( •. Hence there ia an iso-

morpbism

Therefore we have

The important property of connections ia regularity. We ahall show that the connections

constructed by us are regular. However the connections we considered are on locally iree

"xxX-modules of infinite dimensions. Therefore first we shall give the following defini

tion.

Definition 5.2. Let (7 be a sheaf of locally Iree 0X-modules possibly infinite dimensional

on a smooth, holomorphic variety X equipped with the integrable connection V. We say

that the connection V ia regular if the aheaf :Y ia a direct limit of locally iree, finite

dimensional °X-modules equipped with integrable, regular connections Vi compatible

with themselves and V.

Theorem 5.3. The connection dhol from Theorem 5.2 ia regular.
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Proof. Far any cosimplicial abject X· let (X·)n be a part af X· up to degree n i.e.

For any cosimplicial map p.: X· ----+ S· let p:: (X·)n ----+ (S·)n be the restrictian of

•• • •• •P to (X )n' For any sheaf "'". on X let ("'".)n be the restriction of 3". to (X )n'

Let X be a smooth, holomorphic variety. Then on XxX we have

* *Let us set 0n:= ° &[1] 8& [1] . There is an exact sequence of complexes
X . niX n

which induces a finite, lang exact sequence of cohomalogy 0xxX-modules

Let us set X·:= X& [1] . The complexes n*(Xe)n' n*( e) and n* are en-
X n+1 Xn+ 1

* *dowed with canonical filtrations. The obvious maps i1 : O(Xe)n --+ n(Xe)n+l and
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* *
jl : O(X·) ---t ° n+l are compatible with these filtrations. These filtrations lead to

n+l X

spectral sequences. The maps induced by i1 and jl on E1-terms are i* and j* J hence

i* and j. commute with connections which are the differentials d~,q. The complex

R pn+l*n;n+l is filtered quasi-isomorphic 10 the mapping cone C(i1) of

. • * • * .• *
11 : tRp °(X.)n ---t. tR(Pn+l)*O(X.)n+l . The map C(11) --t tR(Pn)O(X.)n pre-

serves canonical filtrations, hence 8, the induced map on EI-terms commutes with

connections. The connections on HQ(tRP2+10:+1) are regular (see [Dl] Theoreme 7.9).

Hy the inductive aBsumption the connections on Hq(tR(p:).(n:01)n) are regular. Hence

it follows from [Dl] Proposition 4.6 and the lang exact sequence (*) that the connections

on Hq(tR(P:+l)*(n~Ol)n+l) are regular. 1t is clea.r that these connections are compa

tible with the connection dhol on Hq(tRP:O:ol) .

o •Theorem 5.4. Let us set H := H (tRp*!\) . The structure maps

V: H ---t r.(H G!D H), i: H --+ T*H, e: Ir --+ t/y and a: t/yxY --+ H are
(/y

compatible with the connection dk , connections induced by dk in tensor products and

the trivial connections on (/y and (/yxy'

Proof. The products 4 [1] )( ~ [1] and 8~ [1] x 8~ [1] we consider as bisimplicial sets.

The inc1usion 8A [1] )( 84 [1] --+ 4 [1] x A[1] induces a bicosimplicial map

p•• : yA [1] )(4 [1] --+ y84 [1] )( 8& [1] between bicosimplicial schemes.

y8A [1] )( 8& [1] is a constant bicosimplicial scheme equal to Y x Y x Y )( Y in ead

/JtJ. [1] )( 0& [1]
bidegree. Let y A. [0] be a constant bicosimplicial scheme equal to

•• (JA [1] )( /JA [1] 8A. [1] x at:" [1]
y )( Y )( Y in each bidegree. Let i : V A[0] ----+ Y be an

indusion equal to (ID1,m,m2) --+ (ID1,m,m,~) in each bidegree. Let

•• A[!] x A[I] BA[!] x 8A[I] ••••
p : V A[0] --t V tJ. [0] be a pull back of p by i .
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*Let us a5sume. that V is affine. Let JI:= n A[1] x A[1] be the De Rham complex
V ![O]

![I] x ![I] *
on V A[0] and let :Y:= n ! [1] . We shall define

V .

in a complete analogy with the map V hom 4.1.1. Then the map V ia compatible with

canonical filtrations and on EI-terms coincides with the map V.

To show that maps i, e and aare compatible with connections one constructs maps of
•• •• IV .*1 *

De Rham complexes T: tP.(1 A[1] ---t T.tp.O f! [1]' e: tRPI flyS ---t tO A[0]
y y. y

and a: tO~8d [1] :--' tp:O~d [1] compatible with canonical filtrations which induce

i, e and a on EI-terms.

If Y is an arbitrary smooth, separated scheme of finite type over k we use complexes

* *AX and Ax/S nom section 2 and 4.5.

Let R be a ring and let R. be a constant sheaf on (yan)A [1] whose fiber ia R. The

sheaf Hi(tRP:G:.), being a sheaf of horizontal sections of an- integrable connection on

ya.n x yan , is a Ioeal system on Van x Van . 1t ia well known that the category of Iocal

systems on an arc-eonnected and locally arc-eonnected topological space X and the cate-

o •
gory cf ~1(X,x)-sets are equivalent. We shall identify the fibe~ of H (tRp.(.) and tbe

corresponding representation of ~1(Van x Van,(v,v)) .

Let 1(':= ~1(yan,v) . Let K be a field of characteristic zero. The representation
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; : 'K' x r ---+ (bijeetions of r)

given by ~(a,,ß)(x) = a· x· tr1 induees representations

t : r x f' --+ AutK-algebra(AIg( r;k» ,

and

.' : 'I" x ~ --+ Aut(Hom(Z [~] ,K)) .

Theorem 5.5. The fiber of the sheai HO(tRP:K.) aver (v,v) E Van
x Van ia eananically

isomorphie to Alg(~,K). The representation of ~)( ~ on the fiber cf HO(tRP:K.) aver

(v,v) ia equal to t .

. Proof. Let X be a c;onnected and arc-connected topologieal space. After applying the

funetor Tot( ) to a cosimplicial map

we get a path fibration

. Ip.x --+XxX.

For any open subset U C X )( X , which we consider also as a constant cosimplicial space

we have Tot(p.-l(U)) = P-l(U) .
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Let UB set X =Van and r = ""1(X,v) . Let U8 observe that p.-1(v,,!) = (X,v)· . It

follows from the discussion in section 1.3 that H·(pe-1(v,v» = Alg(lt";k) . This shows the

first part of the theorem.

We shall define two sheaves on X x X. Let U CX x X be an open set. We set

jT(U) := HO(p-1(U);K) and G(U):= HO(p.-l(U);K). There is the map of sheaves

a : G --+ Y given by a(U):= a --1 : HO(pe-l(U)jK) --+ HO(p-1(U);K) . The
p (U)

sheaf :Y eorresponds to the Ioeal system obtained by applying the funetor HO( ;K) to

ea.ch fiber of p: Xl --+ XxX, while the sheaf G corresponds to the Ioeal system

HO(tRP:K.) on X x X . The group ~)( '1: acta on HO(p-l(v,v);K), the fiber over v of

the sheaf !?, through the representation t ' . Rence it acta on RO(p.-l(v,v);K) , the

fiber over v of the sheai G , through the representation t.
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6. Connections.

We shall use the language of A. Grothendieck (see [G] and [BO]).

Let .U8 assume that all schemes and IDorphisIDS are over S.

Let p: E ---+ X and Pl : EI ---+ X be morphisms of schemes. For auy f: Y ---+ X we

denote by f!(p): flE ---+ Y the pullback cf p: E ---+ X aver Y. If 8: EI --.. E ia a

morphism such that poS = Pl then we denote by fl8: flE I ----t flE the pullback of 8

by f and we have f!(p )oflB =f!(PI) .

For each positive integer n, let XI(n) be the n-th infinitesimal neighbourhood of the

diagonal in X x X and X2(n) the n-th infinitesimal neighbourhood of the diagonal in
S

XxXxX .
.S S·

There is the diagram of canonical projections

PI(n)
X I X1(n) I

I P2(n)

P3I(n)

P32(n)

P2I(n)

6.1. An n~onnectionon p: E --.. X is an isomorphism

C(n) : PI(n)!E -~----+I P2(n)!E

satisfying the cocycle condition
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P3I(n)!(C(n)) = P32(n)!(C(n)) 0 P2I(n)!(C(n)) ·

6.2. A connection on p: E --t X ia a l-eonnection on p: E --t X .

6.3. Let us suppoae that 5 ia ascheme over a field of characteristic zero. An integrable

connection on p: E --t X is a compatible system of n-eonnections for all n EN .

6.4. If p: E ---+ X ia a. vector bundle then an n-eonnection op. p: E ---+ X is a linear

n-eonnection if C(n) ia an iaomorphism of vector bundlea.

6.5. Ir p: E ---+ X ia a principal G-bundle then an n-eonnection on p: E ---+ X ia an

n-eonnection on a principal G-bundle (G-n-eonnection) if the following diagram

commutea

C(n) )( idG
(PI (n)!E) )( G 5_----t, (p2(n)!E) )( G

S S

laI la2

Pl(n)!E C......;(_n_)----tl P2(n) JE

Le.. if C(n) ia a G-morphism (the actions a1 and ~ are induced by the action of G on

E ).

The definition of a linear connection, a G-connection, an integrable linear connection and

an integrable G-connection we leave to the reader.
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In the analogons way we have a notion of an n~nnecüOIl, a connection and an integrable

connection on any shea! on X. We shall formulate it only for a shea.f of t7X-Dlodules.

Let :Y be a sheaf of t7X-modules.

6.6. A Uner IH:Onnection on [? ia an isomorphism of () 1 -modules
X (D)

s&tisfying the cocycle condition

• * *
P31(n) (C(n» =P32(n) (C(n» 0 P21(n) (C(n» .

The definitions of a linear connection and an integrable liner connection on ~ we leave to

ihe reader.

H ~ is a sheaf of locally free t'X-modules of finite type Le. :Y ia &sheaf of sections of a

vector bundle p: E~ X then the notions of a linear n-connection, a linear connection

and an integrable linear connection on :Y and on p: E~ X coincide.

Let [7 be a shea.f of 0X-modules. Hy the classical definition, a connection on an

li'X-module [? is an additive map

such that V(a!) = aVr +~a if f is a sectien ef 9 and a ia a sectien ef tiX '
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The classical definition of a connection (resp. integrable connection) on an t/X-module

and the definition of a linear connection (resp. integrable linear connection) on an

()X-module given in 6.6 coincides (see [BO] Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 2.15).

Definition 6.7. Let ~ be a aheaf of t/X-algebras equipped with a connection V. We aay

that the connection V ia multiplicative ü

V(a-b) = V(a)·b + a-V(b)

where a and b are sections of .:?

whereletandLet .9x = ()X 8 tiX
- (/

S

. I = ker( (/X 8 (/X --+ (/X), Let ua notice that (/ 1 =.9X. .9X has two
(/ S X (n)

* n(/X-module structure. For an (/X-module .:? we have PI(n) 5=.9X 8 ~ and
~ (/X

* nP2(n) 5= 5 e .9X where for i = 1 (resp. 2) we use left (resp. right) 0X-module
Os
natructure on .9X .

Lemma 6.8. Let 5 be a sheaf of t.1X-algebras. The connection V on [? ia multipli

cative if and only if the i80morphism

corresponding to V is an iaomorphism of .9~-algebras.
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- 1
fiQQ{. Let 8: :Y---+ :Y 8 .9'X be given by 8(x) =V(x) +x8(181) . Then we have

(JX

8(x· y) = V(x· y) + x· y8(181) = V(x)· y + x· V(y) + x· ye(181)

On the other aide

8(x)· 8(y) = (V(x) + x8(181))· (V(y) + ye(181)) =

=V(x)· V(y) + V(x)· (y8(181)) + (x8(181))· V(y) + x· ye(181) .

The fact that V(x)· V(y) E :7 8 12 implies that 8(x· y) = 8(x)· 8(y) . Therefore the
(JX

extension of 8 to a .9'i-linear map

is also an isomorphism of algebras.

Reversing the order of our arguments we show that V ia multiplica.tive.

Lemma 6.9. Let 5 be a sheaf cf "X-algebras equipped with the multiplicative

connection V. Then V induces a ccnnection on p: Spec( 9") ----+ X . If the connection V

ia integrable then the induced connection ia integrable.

fiQQ{. By Lemma 6.8 we have an iaomorphism of 9li-algebras
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saiisfying ihe cocycle condiiion.

Applying the fnnctor Spec( ) io the i80morphism C(l) (resp. 10 all C(n» and to ihe

cocycle condiiion (resp. io the cocycle conditions for all n) we get a conneciion (resp. an

integrable connection) on p: Spec( 5) ---+ X .

Oefinition 6.10. Lei H be a Poincare sheaf on M. A Poincare co~ection on H ia a

multiplicaiive integrable conneciion D on H such thai the siructure morphisms V, i , e

and a are compatible with the connections 0 on H, 0 ~ D on H 8 H and the

tJ X °x
trivial connection d on ()X.

Proposition 6.11. Let H be a Poincare sheaf on M. A Poincare connection D on H

induces an integrable connection IJ on the bundle P:= Spec H ---+ MxM compatible

with morphisms 0, ( )-1 and e. Let G = Spec H(m,m) . The connection 8 restricted

to the principal G-bundle PI Xx{m} ---+ Mx{m} js a G-ronnection. The connection a
we also call the Poincare connection.

~. It follows from Lemma 6.9 thai the bundle P ----+ M)(M ja equipped wiih the inte

grable connection IJ. The functoriality of Spec( ) implies thai the connection a ja com

patible with structure morphisms 0, ( )-1 and e. The compatibility of IJ with struc

ture morphisms implies that the connection restricted to PI X)({m}~ Mx{m} ia a

~onnection.

We shall apply the developed formalism to the sheaf HD(tRp:n:) and the connection, dk
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from Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 6.12. Let V be a smooth scheme of finite type over a field k of characteristic

D ••zero. Then the sheaf H (tRp.Ok) ia a Poincare sheaf on V and the connection dk is a

Poincare connection on it.

~. It follows from Propositions 4.3, 4.2 and 4.5 that Itl(tRp:n:) ia a Poincare sheaf.

Theorem 5.4 implies that the connection dk ia a Poincare connection on HD(tRP:n:).
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7. The algebraic De Rham fundamental graupe

Let V be a smooth, separated scheme of a finite type over a field k of chara.cteristic zero

and let x be a k-point cf V.' We know from section 3 that H~R«V,x).) is a Hopf

algebra over k. Therefore Spec HgR«V,x)·) ia an affine group scheme over k.

Definition 7.1. We set

DR 0 ( e
'X1 (V,x):= Spec HnR (V,x) )

and we call ~~R(V,x) the algebraic De Rham fundamental group of V .

Let U8 aBsume that V ia defined over the field of complex numbers 4:. Let V«) be the

set of (-points of V equipped with the complex topology. Then V() ia a smooth,

complex manifold.

Definition 7.2. We set

where n* «V«),x)e) ia the De Rham complex of smooth, complex valued differential
Cm

forms. The space V«) , being a smooth, complex manifold ia also a. simplicial complex.

Let S*((V(4:),x)·) be the Sullivan complex. of Q-polynomial, differential forms on

(V«(),x)· .

Definition 7.3. We set
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Now we shall compare the groupa 1'1 defined above.

Let K:k be an extension of fields and let V be defined over k. We set

VK = V )( Spec K .
Speck

Theorem 7.4. Let V be a smooth, separated scheme of finite type over k and let x be a

k-point of V .

i) If K:k ia an extension of fields then

*1

*2

and

*3

ü) Let U8 &Ssume that V ia defined over a:. Then we have natural isomorphiamB

DR Cm
r 1 (V,x) = r 1 (V((),x)

ili) l"~R(V,x) (resp. l"f(V«(),x), resp. r~(V«(),x)) ia an affine, pro-wripotent,

pro-algebraic group scheme over k (resp. (:, resp. Q).
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* *ftQQf. The point i) follows from the obvioU! fact thai (n .) GI K = n •. The
(V~) k (VK,x)

first isomorphism from the point ü) is a consequence of the quasi-isomorphism

* * *n • --+ n • ,where n • is ihe De Rham complex of sheaves
(V,x) (aJ,(V8()rX) (CD,(V((),x)

of smooih, complex valued differential fOIms on (V«(),x)·. The second isomorphism*. * •follows flom ihe fa.ct ihat complexes S ((V(t),x) ). ( and n ((V(G:),x)) are
(aJ

quasi-isomorphic.

Ii follows flom Section 3, Theorem 3.5 that the considered r 1'a are affine pro-algebraic,

pro-unipotent group schemes over k (resp. (, resp. ~).

For any group acheme 'Ir over k, we denoie by r(K) the group of K-points of 'Ir, where

K is a k-algebra.

Let K:k be an extension of fields. The i80morphism *1 induces a homomorphism

and an isomorphism

DR DRaK = a(V)K : r 1 (V,x)(K) ~ r 1 (VK,x)(K) .

The isomorphism *2 induces an i80IDOrphisID
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The isomorphism *3 induces a homomorphism

Proposition 7.5. Let us assume that V is defined over k. Let us fix an embedding

6 : k c • «: . Lei V( and V«() be constructed uaing the embedding 6. We shall

denote them also V6 and V~() ·

In the group ,.~R(Ve:)(G:) we have two lattices, a k-l.attice aG:/k( ,.~R(V,x)(k)) and a

fHattice a(ß( 1"~(V«),x)(~)))

. DR DR Ba(/k . %" 1 (V,x)(k) ---+ 1"1 (V(,x)«) +-- 1"1(V«(),x) : f3 0 a .

We shall define two maps

and

cm
ba: =b(V«))( : 1"1(V«(),x) ---+ '1"1 (Y«),x)(G:) .

To define both homomorphisms it is enough to evaluate elements of

• *. • * •H := H (S «V«(),x) )) a.nd H' : H (0 «Y(G:),x))) on a.ny loop in 1"l(V«),x). Let
CCD

• • • •U8 observe that H = H (B(S (V«))) and H' = H (B(n (V(G:))).
((I)
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n

Let 7 E ~1 (V(G:),x) and let IJJ = 1: lJJi18•••8IJJik be a representaüve of an element in H
k=l

or H I • We can assume thai all wia are one-forms. We set

*5

D

w( 7) := 1: f IJJj ' ••• '"1 ·
k=17 1 k

The formula *5 defines iwo homomorphisms

BbQ= b(V«())~ : 1"1(V«(),x) ---+ 1"1 (V«(),x)(~)

and

Proposition 7.6. The homomorphism

is ihe Malcev rational completion of 1"1(V«(),x) .

~. This follows from the discussion in 1.3.

Corollarv 7.7. The homomorphism
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is the Malcev (-eompletioD of 'Xl(V(()~) .

Let us observe the following analogy. For a smooth algebraic variety V over a number

field k ( 6: k --. (: is an .embedding) the fundamental group of V~() t %'l(V~(),x)

cannot be defined in algebraic way. However its finite completion r 1(V O<G:),x) A is

constructed in purely algebraic way. It follows from Theorem 7.4 and Corollary 7.7 that

the Malcev (-<:ampletion of r 1(V ~(:),X) can be constructed in purely algebraic way.
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Let V be a smooth algebraic variety over a field _k and let x EV be a k-point. Let

u : k --+ ( be an embedding. In the group w-?R(V(,x)(t) we have two lattices

The aim of tbis section ia to calculate both lattices in w-?R(V(,x)(()/r5J"?R(V(,x)(()
1for V = P~\{O,l,m} .

Let UB set V = P~\{al' ...,an+l} . For simplicity we shall &Baume that an+ 1 = CD • The

*De Rham algebra n (V) ia quasi-i80IDOrphic to the differential, graded algebra

* ° 1A (V) : 0----+ k~ A (V) := k-wl + ...+k ·wn ----+°,
dzwhere w. =- i = 1,...,n . The obvious inclusion

1 z~

* *A (V) ----+ n (V)

ia the required quasi-isomorphism. Hence it follows that HgR«V,x)e) ~ HO(B(A*(V)) .

Let T(AleX)) be a tensor algebra on Al(X). T(Al(X)) has a natural filtration

{Ln(T(Al(X))}:=o by length of tensors. Observe that

1 CD 1 1
T(A (X)) =nfB0 Ln+1(T(A (X))/Ln(T(Al(X)) and therefore T(A (X)) is a graded abe-

lian group.
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T&mma 8.1. The abelian group H~R«V,x)-) is equa1 to T(Al(V» . The isomorphism

H~R«V ,x)-) ~ T(Al(V» is compatible with filtratioDB of H~R«V ,x)-) and T(!l(V)) .

Proof. The ehain complex B(!*(V» in the degree zero ia equal to T(!l(V» . Notice that

*all differentials in B(! (V)) are equal to zero. Hence it follows that

HO(B(A*(V» ~ T(!l(V» . The i80morphism is of course compatible with filtrationB, henee

it ia an i80morphism of filtered abelian groups.

Notice that the Hopf algebra structure on HO(B(A*(V)) induees the Hopf algebra struc

ture on T(Al(V» .

Let L = L(x1,... ,xn) be a free Lie algebra over k on n~ementa x1,...,xn' F~r each n

we form the quotient Lie algebra L/rnL . The Lie algebra L/rnL we equipped 'with a

multiplication given by the Baker-~ausdorff formula. The group L/ rnL is the group of

k-points in an affine, unipotent, algebraic group Gn defined over k. Let UB Set

G:= ! im Gn .
n

Let us ehoose a base {ei}iEI of L given by basic Lie elements. The first n elements cf
* *ibis base are x1,...,xn' Let {ei }iEI be the dual base cf L .

* *
Let S«L/riL» be a symmetrie algebra on (L/riL) ,ihe dual space of L/rit. Let

* *S(L ) = !is (S«L/rnL) » . The product in L/rnL induees a Bopf algebra strueture on
n

* *S(L ) . The algebra S(L ) is a Hopf algebra of regular funetions on G. We shall define a

* *gradation {S(L )k}k=O of S(L ) in the following recursive way.

*S(L )0 eonsists of constant functious,

*S(L)p ia a k-vector space generated by functionals dual to elements cf the base
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*{ei}iEI which have length p and by products f1 •·.. •ft where fi E 5(L )n. and
1

t
* l:D *\' n

l
. = P . It is clear that 5(L ) = a 5(L)..l . 0 1

1=i=l

Lemma 8.2. There ia a unique homomorphism of Hopf algebras

*. 1rp : 5(L )~ T(A (V»

such that

*i) rp preserves gradations,

* *ii) rp (Xi) =-wi ; i=l,... ,n ·

*Proof. Let ek belong to the base cf L given by basic Lie elements and let ek be the dual
• *

functionaL Assume that ek has length p. Asaume also that rp (e j ) ja alrea.dy defined for

all ei such that the length of ej is strictly smaller than p. We set
* * ~ •

rp (ek) = l &tWt ~...&wt . The condition that cp is a morphism cf Hopf algebras deter-
t 1 p

mines coefficients &t uniqely.

. DRLet UB set '1'.= I'1 (V,x).

•Corollary 8.3. The morphism rp induces isomorphisms <p : 1" ---+ G and

*fiQQ{. The morphism cf Hapf algebras ß induces & homomorphism of affine groups

cp : 'I' ---+ G . The homomorphism CP2: l'/r21: --+ G/r2a ia an isomorphism, hence for
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any n, "Pn : 1f/rnr ----+ G/rnG is an isomorphisIn. We have '1: = t im 'X/rn and
n r

G =~ G/ rUG . This implies that tp is an isomorphism.
n

Let V = P~\{O,I,O)} . We want to calculate the image of a homomorphism

Let e1 = x, ~ = y, es = [x,y] , e4 = [x[x,y] J eS = [y[x,y]] ,

ea = [x [x [x,y] ]], e7 = [x [y [x,y] ] ] and eS = [y [y [x,y] ] ] be the base of

* * dz * * -dzL/r 5L · Let cP (eI) =-z and "P (~) =z-l . Let UB set ; = boaoa( .

The image of 7 E 'K1(V«),x) on (G/r5G)«) is described completely by values

* * * * * *ei (X(7)) = ei(cp50~7)) = "P (ei)(~7)) = cp (ei )(,) for i = 1,2,... ,S. The value of

* * . * *cp (ei) on 7 is the value of the iterated integral corresponding to r.p (ei) on 7. We give
, * * dz dz

here the first few elements cp (ei) . Let U8 set w1 = z and w2 = z-l . Then we have

Mter the calculations we get the following result.

Theorem 8.4. Let S E 'K1(V«),x) be a loop around 0 and let T E 'K1(V«),x) be a loop

around 1. Then we have
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x(S) = (-2ri, 0, -2ri legel-x), -2ri L2(z) + ri log z log(l-z) ,

and

X(T) = (0, -2n, 221 log z, -n log2z, -221 L2(z)-ri log z log(I~)+2ri{(2) ,

-2ri log z {(2)-221 {(3), 2ri L~(z) +

riL2(z)log(l--z) +i ri log z log2(l--Z) - 2ri log(1-z){(2)-2ri{(3»

where the functions L2(z) , Li(z) and L~(z) are given by the following formulas:

z

L ( ) - f 1nIß z + log(l--!i)] dz
2 Z

- -'2'L--z z '
o

z

1 f{[1 1]1 1 2 I}L3(z) = ~ log z log(I-z) + ~ L2(z) i + I2' log z I=z dz J

o

z

L~(z) = f([-i L2(z) +h log z log(l-Z)]Ik+h log2(1-z) Hdz .
o
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Let US observe that the image of X can be interpreted as a position of '"1(V(G:),x) in

,"?R(V,x)«()/r5 in the coordinates given by ~5.
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